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EXT. DAY

A lush earth untouched by human hands, pre-human earth, bustling
with wildlife. We narrow in on two adolescent jumping spiders,
twins INDIGO and AZURE, playing around showing off their parkour
skills. Both spiders are beautifully silver gray colored, with
slightly different bright patterns around their faces and
abdomens. Azure, the sister, is larger.

AZURE
Nice Kong gainer little brother.

INDIGO
Hey I’m older, smarty eyes, don’t you
forget it! And I got the skillzzz, so
watch out!

Indigo does some fantastic moves, showing off. Azure giggles and
smirks. Sibling rivalries.

AZURE
Like you’d ever let me forget it. Big
sister comin at yeah!

INDIGO
Yeah, yeah! Go on then, let’s see what
you got.

A strong wind starts up as Azure tries some parkour acrobatics.
She yells out as she’s tossed into the air a ways. Indigo yells
and races after her. A burst of white light cracks in the sky.
Indigo whinces. A large scorpion wind spider floats down near
where Azure is. The menacing creature takes Azure and takes
flight again, by ballooning and lightning flight.

Ballooning is done by releasing a spindle of web into the air.
Lightning flight is the use of electricity in the atmosphere.
Both techniques allow spiders to navigate flight.

INDIGO



Azure! Noooo!!!

Indigo jumps valiantly through the air to grab his sister, but
misses. He falls back to earth and watches her disappear through
another blinding crack of light. He cries out in anguish knowing
she’s disappeared. The wind dies a bit.

A gentle crackling sound with lightning bolts causes Indigo to
look up in another direction. A beautiful sacred geometry
pattern forms and four spider figures emerge, balloon floating
down directly in front of him.

Each character has a musical identification- an instrument  or
harmony. When all are together their pieces all play together.
Like Peter and the Wolf… Strong influences of vibration,
frequency, harmony throughout the series.

They land near Indigo and approach. The leader, an albino black
widow, RAINY. And 3 others; LUNA, a giant Australian orb weaver,
HENRY, the honky tonkin wolf spider, and RENALDO, a Mexican
recluse.

RAINY
Indigo, you must come with us to save
Azure.

INDIGO
What’s happening!? Who are you?!
Where’s my sister?!?

HENRY
Take it easy kiddo, we’re here to help
ya.

RAINY
There’s not enough time to explain now.
You and Azure have been watched over
since your birth here in Xitalpa.

Renaldo watches the sky and fiddles with an astrolabe like
pocket compass. Indigo is distraught.



RENALDO
It’s time Rain, we need to make our
move.

Luna steps forward toward Indigo, beckoning him with her warm
powerful presence and 2 spider legs. The sky begins to crack and
Henry let’s out a web thread and positions himself to take
flight.

RAINY
You have to trust us child. We need
your help to rescue Azure. Listen to
your spirit and come along.

Indigo reaches out for Luna, slowly. The four release threads,
raise their abdomens and are lifted away by their navigation,
the breeze and crackling energy through the air.

Renaldo signals the coordinates and portal type and Luna
conjures it open. A spider leg sign language, tai-chi.

RENALDO
Sri Yantra! Up northwest! It’s a
puller!

LUNA
I know how to get home, Naldo!

Indigo has a front seat as he travels in Luna’s arms feeling
safer than he’s ever felt.

INT. PORTAL. SPACEY WONDER

A magnificent sacred geometry shape appears and they are
powerfly pulled toward and through this mirage looking wonder.
Henry hoots wildly as they enter.



As they momentarily pass through the portal each of their
individual tunes play together in harmony as their physical
bodies fluctuate between ether and matter.

Indigo experiences this bliss for the first time. They come out
the other side and float to the earth.

EXT. AUSTRALIA. DUSK

LUNA
Enjoy it little mate; not always filled
with splendor.

INDIGO
What was that?

HENRY
That my friend was your first rodeo!

They gently land in Australia, Luna’s home, welcomed by many.
They enter an enormous webbed area. Rainy and Renaldo approach
Indigo.

RENALDO
Time for the talk amigo.

INDIGO
I wish Azure could’ve seen that.

RAINY
She will… We’re going to explain
everything young one. Listen up now.

There’s lots of bustling about, it’s an army of spiders
preparing for war. They settle Indigo down in a more private
spot with Luna giving some orders in the background and Henry
fixing some food for them.

RAINY (cont.)
Very unfortunate event, Azure being
abducted like that. We usually don’t



fall under surprise attack. No matter,
all part of the plan, as they say…

INDIGO
Who says? What plan? Who, I mean what
took her? I’ve never seen anything-

RENALDO
Wind scorpion. Extremely far from home-
Dumal.

Renaldo is going over his navigation maps and gadgets,
locating Dumal.

RENALDO
Here. We’ll send scouts shortly. We
must be ready in 3 nightfalls. We’ll
land right before their dawn.

RAINY
Hmm…
Indigo- you and Azure are chosen born.

INDIGO
What?

RAINY
The creators dear boy, Grandmother
Spider herself, placed you and Azure in
your forms to join us, the Spiderwing.
We are 4, working to maintain universal
balance. We’ve been watching over you
and Azure since birth, discreetly
guiding and keeping you together until
it was time. Time to join us, the
Spiderwing, traveling through
dimensions by the powers Above, Below,
Within and Beyond… Great Sky Council
Grandmother, Nansee, Shay and Osa have
granted us the eternal maps and guide
us accordingly… to create balance.



Indigo looks like he’s listening to a crazy person.

INDIGO
I don’t know what you’re talking about
and I don’t really give two shoots of a
web.

RAINY
(under her breath)

Oh me oh my,  teenagers.

INDIGO
Look, I appreciate you and all that,
but when are we going to save Azure? If
she’s so important, what the heck are
we waiting for?

Henry, laughing, starts serving plates of spider food to
everyone.

HENRY
That’s comin’ buster. Don’t jump the
gun now. Your training to become one of
us evil do-gooders starts right after
chow. Now, take a bit of advice and
don’t piss off the white lady. You
should see what she does to her
boyfriends.

RAINY
Hmmm. You should see what he did to his
mother…

RENALDO
Aye dios mio. Don’t start you two.
Inigo- pay attention to your elders
with patience, respect and attention.



You and  your sister’s lives depend on
it… And not like it’s a big deal to you
or anything now, but the balance of the
entire multiverse as well…

It vaguely dawns on Indigo what’s happening…

INDIGO
Holy cheese and crackers…

LUNA
I think he’s starting to get it ladies
and gentlemen…

RAINY
Luna- he starts training with you and
Cyclops immediately.

Indigo looks relieved. He and Luna smile at each other.

HENRY
Cyclops?!? Lord almighty. Good luck kid.
I’ll be sayin my prayers for ya.

LUNA
Don’t mind him Indigo. He’s got a thing
with powerful women…

RAINY
Mommy issues…

HENRY
Leave my mother out of it woman!

RAINY
Out of what, your mouth?

Henry spits and starts picking up dishes angrily.



HENRY
Ya cut me deep, Rain, ya cut me deep.

EXT. AUSTRALIA. EVENING

Troops of mainly giant orb weavers are training and preparing
for the battle in Dumal, to save Azure. All below a canopy
blanket of web above.

Luna is leading Indigo to Cyclops. Indigo looking overwhelmed…
Shock and awe.

LUNA
What is it kid?

INDIGO
All of this is for Azure?

LUNA
And you. We need the both of you.

INDIGO
Geez, any chance you got the wrong
spiders?

LUNA
Great gig in the sky doesn’t make
mistakes sweetheart… Not to worry!
You’ll find out soon enough you’re
everything, anything and especially
nothing all at the same time… We work
the balance, that’s it kiddo…

They approach the giant she warrior Australian golden orb weaver
CYCLOPS. She’s got patches over all of her eyes except one. Worn
and torn, pirate like. She turns toward them in her full armored
warrior goddess glory. She’s double the size of Luna and Luna is
3x the size of Indigo.



CYCLOPS
So ya’s gave him the talk then?

LUNA
As much as possible I suppose. He’s
come for rescue training now.

CYCLOPS
(to Indigo)

Talk about the birds and bees, huh
mate!

She laughs raucously.

INDIGO
(to Luna)

I’m scared of that, that giant woman…

LUNA
Nothing to fear kid. You’re in good
legs with this one. She’s an old honey
bee… Just like, with a blow torch.

Luna winks and salutes as she walks off.

LUNA (cont.)
Have fun little ninja!

Indigo gulps as Luna disappears.

CYCLOPS
Alright little Jumper, come along. I
hear you and your sister are into
parkour?

INDIGO
Uh, yeah actually.

CYCLOPS
Well you got a couple legs up then
there mate! Balance in the universe



begins with balance in the body.
Parkour requires massive balance and
agility. Let’s see what ya got Jumper.

They come to a giant agility training obstacle course. Indigo is
quite excited.

INDIGO
Radical!

EXT. CHOW AREA. NIGHT

Main Spiderwings discuss the fate of Indigo and Azure and their
mission around a sacred fire.

Henry is playing a silly country tune on a spider’s lute. It
looks like a web. He’s making fun of everybody.

HENRY
Renaldo is not one to talk to…
He’ll literally gut you or cut you…
You don’t get to decide…
But he’s quick, no yuck, you’re in luck…

Rainy, lovely Rainy oh Rainyyyy…
What’s with the resting Cyclops face my
good friend?
You know that it’s a never-ending never
end…
So don’t worry, please don’t eat me and
let’s just enjoy the ride…

Luna, large Luna, lovely terrifying
Luna…
My dear friend, I’m so glad we’re on
the same side…
She’s a dragon, drinks pints and
breathes fire.
She sends all the troops into desire…
But get close?



You’ll be jelly in the belly inside
her…

Luna throws a bottle of beer at him as he strums wildly. He
dodges with expert spidey sense and continues to play.

HENRY
Ya missed!!!

LUNA
(singing)

Henry sings us his swamp tales,
You know that he learned ‘em in jail,
That’s most likely where he learned how
to cook that dirty old crook…
Because he ate his poor mum like smoked
quail…

Luna laughs loud and hard as the note pings off key.

HENRY
(sharply)

Alright then, geez. Haven’t y’all ever
heard of arachnomatricide? It’s a god
dang evolutionary advantage! I didn’t
know what the heck. She said, “Come and
eat kids!”

Everyone is sniggering a bit. Henry is pissed.

HENRY
Maybe that’s all y’all’s problem! Yer
mamas just left you all alone! Half
your brothers and sisters dead as door
nails all over the place, hell, eating
THEM! Flippin nechrocannibal jerks is
what you are!

Luna is laughing hysterically.



LUNA
Just know deep in your heart Henry,
that we love you dearly. And if ever
it’s your time and the good gods call
you home, just know we’ll cook you up
just right…

HENRY
Geeeehosephat!

RENALDO
All right you two.

RAINY
Ahhhhh. You know you’ve given us an
eternity of joke material now, right?
Wolf soup?

HENRY
Grrrrr. Renaldo! Kill her!

RAINY
Sweet delectable Henry. You know we
love you and wouldn’t have any fun at
all without you… Come on!

HENRY
Yeah yeah, eat me… Where’s the kid?

The mood settles and they start talking shop.

RAINY
He’ll train for the next two days…
Until Dumal. I pray he’s ready.

LUNA
In and out. We’ll be fine. He’ll be
fine!



RENALDO
Cyclops and her team are the best. I
have every confidence he will be ready
for his first mission and become what
prophecy has aligned.

RAINY
I hate it when they’re wrong.

RENALDO
It’s rare, but yes, it happens…

RAINY
Let’s all focus on Azure and Indigo’s
meeting with Great Sky Council…
Manifesting success in Dumal.

HENRY
Yes, yes. “She often gives herself very
good advice, but very seldom follows
it…”

Rainy glares.

Henry strums the foreboding Dueling Banjos tune. View pans out
over gigantic grassy/sparse tree area covered in a blanket of
web. Fireflies magically dot the area.

EXT. AUSTRALIA. DAY

Spiderwing and troops are mass preparing to zap through a portal
to Dumal for the ensuing battle to save Azure. Spiderwing group
are with Indigo. He, Luna, Cyclops and a small group of assassin
spiders are all wearing flying squirrel suits. The rest have
assortments of weapons and armor. Spiderwing address their
newest member Indigo.



RENALDO
Swoop in, grab Azure, swoop out. Nada
mas. You don’t even look at anything
except your sister. Mida- focus!

RAINY
There will be horrible things. Do as
Renaldo says and stay focused. It is
imperative we save Azure and bring her
home to Sky Council. You have to
receive your destiny together.
Remember?

INDIGO
Yes, of course. I want her home the
most, trust me.

HENRY
Boy, you the luckiest 8 legged in the
wild wild west. Luna, Cy and the
assassins, are you kiddin me? Cake walk
bud!

Henry holds his shoulders and pats him. Luna and Rainy start
doing a tai-chi type movement representing Above Below Within
and Beyond. Renaldo is joined by Henry as he fiddles with his
Astrolabe. Lightning starts cracking and the troops start
positioning their bodies and feeling the air with their tiny
hairs. They let out their flight threads and start to take off!

CYCLOPS
You’re ready! If you lose us, get your
butt to a portal or underground. We’ll
find you! And whatever you do- don’t
let her go!

Cyclops and Indigo raise leg tips to each other without
touching, sharing the energy. It lights up with magic.

CYCLOPS
Let’s see that wing.



They loose a thread of silk up into the sky, lift their abdomens
high and lift off! Little zaps and cracks of lightning are all
around. A giant crack of lightning goes off that sizzles a
beautiful sacred geometry portal. Two smaller ones to each side.
Ride the lightning by Metallica plays.

HENRY
Yeehaw!!! Ride the lightning boy!!!

Indigo is nervous but determined. Henry dances in the air.

HENRY (cont.)
Storm chasers don’t got poop on us!!!

INT. PORTAL. SPACEY

Every portal is a little bit different. Spiderwing zoom through
a beautiful design and then drift in and out of their material
bodies… Energy and matter. And then exit to Dumal.

EXT. DUMAL SCORPION CAVE. DAWN

Dumal is dark, dry and reddish black. Scorpion wind spiders
crawl the earth, wasps buzz the sky. A few moths.

Azure is suffering amongst a pile of spiders, all different
kinds, mostly alive, some clearly dead. She’s missing a leg.
Everybody starts running around. A giant shiny black scorpion
comes slowly out of the darkness of a deep cave. As the spiders
scatter, we see hundreds of baby scorpions on the back of her.
She stabs and pierces one of the poor creatures close to Azure.
Azure struggles to escape the area just in time by climbing up
the outer cave wall. She breathes in anguish as lightning
crashes in the distance.

We see what looks like starling murmurs in the distance. Azure
can barely focus. Wasps zoom by and the mother scorpion suddenly
jolts to attention and slowly climbs out of the den. She screams
like godzilla. Scorpion wind spiders are moving faster. Spiders
start to land and fight. Bug juice is flying everywhere!



Zap! Zap! Two more, smaller sacred geometry portals open. Closer
to where Azure is. Several spiders come through. Three dots move
like bullets through the sky arching straight toward the den.

We see a close up of Indigo, Luna and Cyclops diving in. Indigo
closes his eyes and tries to send a telepathic message to Azure.

INDIGO(V.O.)
Sister, we’re here to save you. Please
be strong. I feel you’re near. Help us
find you…

Azure’s eyes open wide. There are spiders crawling and falling
over her as she clings inside a crevice. She sees an opening and
feebly crawls out and up the wall. Scorpion wind spiders fall
off the edge of the cliff above flying past her. She dodges a
body.

INDIGO(v.o.)
That’s it sister. Find the strength.
Cast a thread, take wind.

She makes it over the edge and sees a massive battle. She
struggles to make it through and takes a terrible hit to one of
her legs. She cries out and falls.

AZURE
I can’t!!! I can’t!!!

INDIGO(v.o.)
Get up Azure, I see you! Get up, get to
that opening and cast!

AZURE
Not even a breeze, impossible.

INDIGO
Trust me!



The ground starts to vibrate in rhythm and then intensifies.
Azure gets a look of horror on her face as the scorpion mother
roars again and a horde of scorpions race toward the den.

Rainy jumps in the air to down a wasp and screams orders.

RAINY
Retreat!!! Renaldo, conjure the return!

INDIGO
Sister now! Do it NOW!!!

Azure leaps through the battle, spinning a thread as she makes
it to the edge and lifts into the air. She hears several loud
zaps. Indigo grabs her and holds tight as her line and his
aerodynamic acrobatics start to carry them back upward.

Luna and Cyclops land. Cyclops starts fighting and Luna
immediately joins Renaldo in conjuring the next portals to
escape.

RAINY
Take wing spiders! Retreat!

The scorpion horde descends. Most of the spiders are flying away
fighting wasps. Those that remain are getting taken over. Luna
takes off- screaming for Cyclops and Henry.

LUNA
Get out of there! Come on!!!

Cyclops is swinging a giant web mace around and taking out
scorpions. Henry kicks one in the face as he leaps up onto a
wasp and rides it like a bucking bronco. Luna screams
desperately for Cyclops as she is lost to scorpions.

LUNA
NO!!! Cy, please, no!!!

CYCLOPS
For Cailleach!!!!!!!!!!



Cyclops valiantly cries out before she disappears, and then sets
off her self-destruct explosive taking out hundreds of scorpions
as the spiders fly through the portal.

Henry grabs Luna as she screams for Cyclops.

INT. PORTAL. SPACEY BLISS

Azure is held tight by Indigo and opens her eyes wide as she
feels the portal energy surround her.

EXT. AUSTRALIA. LATE DAY

Indigo and Azure emerge out of the portal. Azure looks better
already. She’s euphoric after experiencing the portal.

AZURE
I didn’t know we could do that!

INDIGO
You’re not gonna believe what we can
do.

They gently land and immediately Rainy and Renaldo come next.
Rainy approaches the twins.

RAINY
Azure, I’m Rainy. So glad to finally
meet you.

INDIGO
Sis, meet your guardian angel.

AZURE
Thank you, I don’t know what to say.

RAINY
Get her underground Indigo, we’ll talk
soon.



RENALDO (to Rainy)
A few wasps made it through.

RAINY(to twins)
Go on. You’re home now. Get to the
medic.

Indigo is helping Azure walk away into a grassy area entering a
tunnel. Henry lands with Luna. They are distressed and in shock.
Indigo looks back and overhears.

HENRY
We’ve. lost. Cyclops…

Luna falls to her knees weeping.

RAINY
No…

Renaldo growl grunts out of frustration and anger. He takes out
a knife and flies off to attack the remaining wasps.

A muffled groan of anguish is heard and Henry and Rainy look
over to see Indigo watching them in great emotional pain. He
turns with Azure and disappears underground, holding it in.

Rainy kneels with with Luna to console her. Her and Henry make
eye contact and then hold their legs up, holding mystical space
for their friend and partner Luna. The tips of their legs light
up in golden light. Luna still suffering intensely, but it
lessens.

They stop and Henry takes flight to help the troops and Renaldo
with the rest of the Wasps and a few moths.

INT. UNDERGROUND EARTHEN TUNNEL

Azure and Indigo walk sullen and quietly. Indigo struggling
emotionally and still helping Azure- she is limping and weak.
She looks at him with great care.



AZURE
We’ve changed brother.

INDIGO
She taught me how to save you. She was
strong and beautiful and funny. She
cared about us. And believed in me.

AZURE
I think she came with us, through
there.

Azure motions/looks upward implying sky.

INDIGO
You felt that too? I thought it was the
portal.

AZURE
What’s happening to us?

INDIGO
Oh just wait, you have no idea how
weird it’s gonna get.

AZURE
(crying, weakening)

Thank you. For finding me.

INDIGO
We have to get you to medical.

They come into a medical area and creatures come to help. We
then see from Azure’s view, Indigo reassuring her and Rainy
advising. Her vision is a bit hazy as she is undergoing healing
procedures.



INDIGO
Everything is going to be good sis,
they’re fixing you right up. Rainy is
here.

Azure is in and out of consciousness, she overhears/sees Indigo
and Rainy having a discussion off to the side.

RAINY
You’ll both go before Sky Council soon,
all will be revealed.

INDIGO
She needs more time to process and
heal, she’s not ready. Neither am I.

RAINY
You don’t have a choice.

They notice Azure watching and listening to them. She closes her
eyes slowly and fades to black. Voices stirring.

INT. AZURE’S ROOM. DAY

Beautiful sunny half indoor/outdoor area with lots of foliage.
Indigo sits with Azure as she wakes , Spiderwing tribe nearby.

INDIGO
Azure come on, wake up already. I’m
bored.

AZURE
God I hope that was all a bad dream.

INDIGO
Nope, check out your new sticks!

He flicks the 2 new titanium like legs. Chimy sound. Azure
moans. Rainy and the rest approach.



RAINY
Hello Azure. We know you had an
extremely hard time little one, but
unfortunately, fate had her way and you
and your brother aren’t children
anymore.

AZURE
If children knew what happened to me
there’d never be children again…

RAINY
Azure, you and your brother are no
ordinary spiders. We, the Spiderwing-
Luna, Henry, Renaldo and myself, have
been watching over you since birth.

Rainy motions to each Spiderwing member as she mentions them.

RAINY(cont.)
You and your brother, are chosen born…
Tomorrow, you both dreamwalk before
Great Sky Council- Grandmother Spider.
To receive your destiny and take your
place with us.

RENALDO
You are part of maintaining the balance
now, little one. This catastrophe that
happened to you in Dumal, was awful,
but necessary. They’re taking out
entire systems, and thanks to you, we
now have their portal maps and the
cancer can be managed… All part of
Grandmother’s web, I’ve no doubt.

LUNA
Great sacrifice, great sorrow, great
triumph, great celebration. The
extremes of universal matter expand and
contract constantly and we; and now you



and your brother, have been tasked with
the honor of neutrality.

Henry rolls his eyes while Azure is looking confused and
overwhelmed. He jovially explains.

HENRY
These spiders are talkin Chinese! Do
you speak Chinese?

AZURE
Actually yes, I speak 15 languages and
I am still kinda lost.

HENRY
15 languages? Put that on her resume!
Well darlin, you’re not the only
confused one… Simply put- we get the
best of both worlds. We get to play
good guy/bad guy… all the time…

RENALDO
He’s oversimplifying, but yes. Whenever
Grandmother and the Council require us
on a mission-that’s where we go and
exactly what we do…

RAINY
Aaand doesn’t always seem like we’re
the good guys… Which can be confusing
and frightening, but we must put our
faith and trust into Grandmother’s
giant web of creation and try to
understand the big picture…

LUNA
It’s really brutal sometimes. Not
everybody makes it… There is great loss
and devastation…



They’re all standing closer to the twins now. Henry consoles
Luna a bit.

HENRY
But we’re a family of sorts, and we
have each other until that day comes.
And there’s lots of cool beautiful
wondrous stuff in between… So it goes
for everybody I’m told… We just get
magical powers while we’re doin it… So
yeehaw for us, am I right guys?

Henry shows a semi toothy grin. Rainy is tolerant of Henry for
once…

RAINY
Tomorrow you both must go before
Grandmother and Sky Council. Do not be
frightened. It’s like entering a dream
and is quite enjoyable. Grandmother
Spider’s guidance is like a warm night
with a gentle breeze. So comforting.

There is a pause of longing between all of them.

RENALDO
All of us surely wish we were going.

Luna gives a loud sigh.

LUNA
Until tomorrow then jumpers- Rest well
and let us have a look at that new
hardware Azure.

INDIGO
Yeah sis! I’m so jealous, you’re like
the bionic bug or something!



AZURE
Oh my goodness. I have no idea how to
drive these things, let’s see here.

They move aside and Henry holds open a vine curtain for her to
pass through and try her new legs.

HENRY
That’s it little doggy, get along right
here this way.

She passes and Henry takes one of her arms like a proper
gentleman. They exit the room area into an open lush forest.
Looks like a magic fairy garden. A few fireflies are around a
waterfall.

EXT. OPEN FIELD. DAY

The Spiderwing members ready Indigo and Azure for their portal
jump to meet Grandmother Spider and Sky Council.

LUNA
Silence is how you speak. They’ll show
you. It’s like a voice from here.

Luna motions to her center.

HENRY
They like to take your skin off too.

INDIO/AZURE
WHAT??!!!

Henry laughs and the others smile or smirk.

RENALDO
It doesn’t hurt. Don’t worry. It’s a
little bit like molting… But in a
ghosty way.



Indigo and Azure look at each other with a worried glance.
Renaldo and Luna start opening the portal with Tai-Chi type
movements. Henry licks his finger and holds it up in the breeze.
A giant spiral starts to form.

RAINY
Remain open and humble. You are safe.
See you on the other side kiddos.

Rainy winks, Indigo and Azure set a thread into the breeze and
we hear crackling that carries them into the spiral. Ominous
trance music plays. Mose ft. Suyana, Live at Heart Culture.

EXT. SPIRAL PORTAL. OUTER/INNER SPACE

They gently land on an alabaster/marble/sand looking area. A
gate appears with two enormous stone spiders erect on both
sides.The whole scene is a bit misty.

They move toward the gate. Azure’s left arms and Indigo’s right
arms touch each other like little high fives, very symmetrical.
They have no control over it.

Their bodies turn to fire, they look frightened as they burn to
blackness. The ashen bodies gently blow away turning to
dandelion wishes, revealing two bright glowing orbs that remain.

Spirit spiders step out of the giant stone ones, and open the
gate. The orbs float through and stop in the middle of a great
spiral.

Azure’s new body forms out of snowflakes, intricate and unique
each one. Indigo’s forms out of lightning and thunder. Visions
of them from their childhood catching snowflakes on their
tongues and arms and of them saying “lightning and funder” and
giggling flow through as their bodies form. They complete and
are slightly different colors and larger than before.



From their front and above, a great spider Nansee appears with
African/Australian patterns on his face and body. His face in
the shape of a Masai shield.

From the Right, Osra appears. Sanskrit/Egyptian and Middle
Eastern pattern on him.

From the left, Shaytani appears next. Indigenous Americas
symbology and patterns on her.

Last from behind, a large rumbling/vibration causes the new
twins to turn slowly. A massive Grandmother Spider, Hope,
emerges. She looks upon the twins and says with her powerful
heart language.

HOPE
Hello my child, welcome.

They naturally stare in awe then bow in reverence.

Fade out, rising.

THE END


